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ABSTRACT: To develop edible films having controlled release properties for multiple bioactive compounds, hydrophobicity
and morphology of zein films were modified by blending zein with oleic (C18:1)Δ9, linoleic (C18:2)Δ9,12, or lauric (C12) acids in
the presence of lecithin. The blend zein films showed 2−8.5- and 1.6−2.9-fold lower initial release rates for the model active
compounds, lysozyme (LYS) and (+)-catechin (CAT), than the zein control films, respectively. The change of fatty acid chain
length affected both CAT and LYS release rates while the change of fatty acid double bond number affected only the CAT release
rate. The film morphologies suggested that the blend films owe their controlled release properties mainly to the microspheres
formed within their matrix and encapsulation of active compounds. The blend films showed antilisterial activity and antioxidant
activity up to 81 μmol Trolox/cm2. The controlled release of multiple bioactive compounds from a single film showed the
possibility of combining application of active and bioactive packaging technologies and improving not only safety and quality but
also health benefits of packed food.
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■ INTRODUCTION

In recent years, continuous efforts have been spent to improve
safety and quality of food or to increase their shelf life by using
novel packaging technologies. Active packaging containing
antimicrobials (antimicrobial packaging) or antioxidants
(antioxidant packaging) is among the most promising pack-
aging technologies, since its application can inhibit pathogenic
and spoilage microorganisms and lipid oxidation in food,
respectively.1 The addition of bioactive compounds into
packaging materials has also initiated bioactive packaging, a
novel packaging concept that targets enriching packed food
with bioactive compounds and improving their potential health
benefits.2

Because of the health concerns of the consumers and
environmental problems, there is an increasing trend to use
natural active compounds and edible films in active packaging.
Therefore, antimicrobial enzymes including lysozyme (LYS),
lactoperoxidase and glucose oxidase, bacteriocins, and natural
antimicrobial and antioxidants such as plant phenolics and
essential oils have been extensively tested in different edible
packaging materials.3−5 The use of natural phenolic compounds
in active packaging attracts a particular interest, since these
compounds show antimicrobial and antioxidant activity in food
systems and increase health benefits of food because of their
potential bioactive effects.2,6 (+)-Catechins (CATs), a group of
flavonoids (C6C3C6), are frequently employed in foods, since it
is economically feasible to extract these compounds from
abundant sources such as green tea7 and they show well
documented bioactive effects such as antioxidant, anticancero-
genic, antidiabetic, and antihypertensive activities.8 LYS
obtained from hen egg white is also among the most potential
candidates for antimicrobial packaging, since it has a GRAS
status and it shows good stability and activity in different films
and food systems under refrigerated storage temperature.9,10

This enzyme is effective mainly on Gram-positive bacteria and
shows its antimicrobial activity by splitting the bonds between
N-acetylmuramic acid and N-acetylglucosamine of the
peptidoglycan layer in the bacterial cell wall. Thus, the
application of LYS in active packaging targets mainly inhibition
of critical Gram-positive pathogenic bacteria such as Listeria
monocytogenes that might cause deadly infections.10−12 LYS has
recently been tested extensively in different plastic materials
such as cellulose acetate, nylon, and PVOH4,13 and
biopolymeric materials from zein, soy protein, carrageenan,
whey protein, chitosan, alginate, and pullulan4,14 to develop
antimicrobial packaging materials.
Antioxidant and antimicrobial packaging targets mainly the

food surface on which oxidative and microbiological changes
occur most intensively.15 A sufficient preservation effect could
not be achieved unless the release rate of active compounds
from the packaging materials to the food surface is adjusted
considering the physical and chemical properties of food, lipid
oxidation rate, growth kinetics of target pathogenic or spoilage
microorganisms, and expected food shelf life.15,16 Different
studies have been conducted to control the release rate of LYS
in different plastic films from cellulose acetate, poly(vinyl
alcohol), and glycerol/poly butylenes trephthalate and in
different edible films from caseinate, zein, and chitosan.13,17−20

On the other hand, although the controlled release of CAT
had been studied from polypropylene films,21,22 no studies are
determined related to controlled release of CAT from edible
films.
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The incorporation of LYS into zein films or zein particles has
recently gained an increasing interest, since (1) zein is the
major coproduct of the oil and rapidly growing bioethanol
industries, (2) it is one of the rare film forming proteins soluble
in various organic solvents including ethanol, and (3) it
provides an effective delivery system for LYS.9,23−29 The
effectiveness of zein-based LYS delivery systems is due to the
highly hydrophobic nature of the zein film matrix that contains
very limited charges to cause binding and immobilization of
LYS that is positively charged in food systems due to its high pI
at 11.35.30 The LYS activity is also highly stable during zein film
making and during cold storage of precast zein films.9

Moreover, LYS release profiles of zein films could be changed
effectively by modifying film morphology and hydrophobicity
using composite and blend film making technologies.
Gucbilmez et al.23 sustained LYS release from zein films by
forming composites of these films with chickpea proteins.
Arcan and Yemeniciog ̆lu24 controlled LYS release from zein
films by preparing composites of zein with different waxes.
These authors reported that the LYS release profiles of zein−
wax composites could be effectively modified by using different
types of waxes that create different film morphologies and
increase film tortuosity depending on their melting points.
Ünalan et al.15 employed LYS with a mixture of CAT and gallic
acid and showed the benefits of using controlled release
technology in zein−wax composites applied for antimicrobial
and antioxidant packaging of cheese. Not only composite films,
but also blend films of zein prepared by forming emulsions of
zein with the fatty acid oleic acid (OLE) in the presence of
lecithin (LEC) have also been applied for controlled release of
LYS.24 The preparation of zein blend films with OLE causes the
formation of microspheres within the film matrix, and this
increases barriers against diffusion of encapsulated LYS.24 The
aim of the current work is to investigate the effects of using
different fatty acids, OLE (C18:1)Δ,9 linoleic (LIN) (C18:2)Δ,9,12
and lauric (LAU) (C12), in zein blend film making to obtain
different release profiles for LYS and CAT at the same film
system. It was proposed that the use of fatty acids with different
chain length, conformation, and saturation level could create
different types of zein microspheres and morphologies and this
could be exploited to obtain films with different release profiles
for LYS and CAT. The use of LAU in blend film making could
contribute not only to the controlled release properties of
active compounds, but it could also provide an additional
antimicrobial effect to films, since it is an active fatty acid with
potent antimicrobial activity.31 This is one of the first studies
that aimed in developing a scientific basis for edible packaging
materials having controlled release properties for multiple
active compounds capable of showing antimicrobial and
antioxidant effects not only in packed food (active packaging)
but also in the human physiological system after consumption
of the enriched packed food (bioactive packaging).

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. Maize zein (batch number: 058 K0093), (+)-CAT

hydrate (≥98%), Micrococcus lysodeikticus, OLE (tech. 90%), LIN
(minimum 99%), and LAU (≥98%) were from Sigma−Aldrich Chem.
Co. (St. Louis, MO, USA). Soybean L-α-LEC and glycerol were from
Merck (Darmsdadt, Germany). All other chemicals were reagent
grade. Fresh hen eggs used in production of LYS were obtained from a
supermarket in Izmir (Turkey).
LYSs Used in the Study. The partially pure (PP) LYS was

produced by the selective precipitation of egg white proteins other
than this enzyme according to the method described by Mecitoglu et

al.9 The enzyme was lyophilized by using a freeze drier (Labconco,
FreeZone, 6 L, Kansas City, MO, USA) and stored at −18 °C until it
was used in film-making. The pure commercial (PC) LYS (protein and
specific activity values specified in the manual are ≥90% and ≥40 000
units/mg protein, respectively) was obtained from Sigma−Aldrich
Chem. Co. (St. Louis, MO, USA). The specific activities of PP LYS
and PC LYS determined by the method described in this study were
40477 and 78984 U/mg protein, respectively. The protein content of
the LYS preparations was tested by the classical Bradford method by
using bovine serum albumin as the standard. The impurities in the PP
LYS and the purity of PC LYS were tested by sodium dodecyl sulfate
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) according to the
method of Laemmli32 using a 12% separating gel and a 4% stacking
gel. Proteins bands were stained with silver salts described by Blum et
al.33

Preparations of Zein Films. The films were produced by
modifying the methods described in Padgett et al.34 and Arcan and
Yemenicioglu.33 Briefly, 1.4 g of zein was dissolved with 8.1 mL of
ethanol (96%) by mixing slowly with a magnetic stirrer for 25 min, and
0.4 mL of glycerol was then added to the medium as plasticizer. The
mixture was then heated under continuous mixing until it started to
boil. The boiling was conducted for 5 min, and the film-making
solution was cooled to room temperature. CAT (100 mg/g film-
forming solution) and PC LYS (Sigma−Aldrich Chem. Co.) or PP
LYS obtained according to Mecitoglu et al.9 were then added into film-
forming solutions. PC LYS (78984 U/mg protein) and PP LYS
(40477 U/mg protein) were used at the concentrations of 11.7 and
23.4 mg lyophilized powder/g of film-forming solution, respectively
(the final PC LYS, PP LYS, and CAT concentrations in cast and dried
films were 0.7, 1.4, and 6 mg/cm2, respectively). The PP LYS
concentration used in film making is 2-fold higher than that used in
zein films successfully applied to control microbial development in
actively packed ground beef patties.10 After addition of CAT and LYS,
the mixtures were homogenized (Heidolph, Germany, rotor Φ = 6.6
mm tip) at 10 000 rpm for 4 min. Then, 4.3 g portions of the
homogenized film-forming solutions were cast into the glass templates
(W × L × H: 8.5 × 8.5 × 0.4 cm3) and dried for 19 ± 2 h at 25 °C in
an incubator unless otherwise was stated. This homogenization and
casting procedure was also used to obtain zein−fatty acid blend films
by adding fatty acids (LAU, OLE, and LIN) and emulsifier LEC into
film-forming solutions at 5−20% (w/w) and 10% (w/w) of zein,
respectively. The fatty acids and LEC were added after the boiling step
following cooling of zein film-forming solution to room temperature.

LYS Release Profiles of Films. For the release tests, film samples
(4.5 × 4.5 cm2) were placed between two glass frames (dimensions:
inside, 4 × 4 cm2; outside, 6 × 6 cm2). The edges of the glass frames
were carefully sealed with paraffin film, and the glass apparatus
containing the film was placed horizontally at the bottom of a 500 mL
glass beaker containing 150 mL of distilled water at 4 °C. Four 0.5 cm
diameter glass rods were placed below the frame at the corners to
increase water circulation, and the overall apparatus (the 500 mL
beaker) was placed onto an orbital shaker working at 80 rpm in an
incubator at 4 °C. The LYS activity released from the films was
monitored by taking 0.25 mL (×3) aliquots from the release test
solution at different time intervals. The release tests were conducted
until equilibrium was reached for release of LYS or an insignificant
increase was observed in the activity of released LYS. The LYS
activities of collected aliquots were determined spectrophotometrically
at 660 nm by using a Shimadzu spectrophotometer (Model 2450,
Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a constant temperature cell holder
working at 30 °C. The Micrococcus lysodeikticus solution prepared in
0.05 M, pH 7.0 Na phosphate buffer (0.26 mg/mL) was used as
substrate during activity determination. The reaction mixture was
formed by mixing 0.1 or 0.25 mL of release test medium (depending
on LYS activity) and 2.4 or 2.25 mL of substrate solution to reach a
final reaction volume of 2.5 mL. The enzyme activities were calculated
from the slopes of initial linear portions of absorbance versus time
curves and were expressed as unit (U) that was defined as the number
of 0.001 changes in absorbance in 1 min. All calculations were
corrected by considering the activity removed by collected aliquots
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during sampling. The total LYS activity released from each film
corresponded to maximum units released per centimeter squared of
the films (U/cm2) at the equilibrium. All activity measurements were
conducted three times. The release curves were formed by plotting
calculated released activities (U/cm2) versus incubation time (h). The
initial release rates of LYS were determined from the slope of the
initial linear portion of the release curve. The release rates were
expressed as units per centimeters squared per hour (U/(cm2 h)).
CAT Release Profiles and Antioxidant Capacity of Films. To

determine the CAT release profiles of films, the release tests were
conducted in water as described in the LYS Release Profiles of Films
section. The soluble CAT content of the collected samples was
determined spectrophotometerically at 510 nm according to the
colorimetric method of Meyers et al.35 used for quantification of
flavonoids. The total soluble CAT contents released from the films
were expressed as milligrams of CAT per centimeter squared of the
films (mg/cm2) using the calibration curve prepared by CAT. All
concentration measurements were conducted three times. The release
curves were formed by plotting the calculated released phenolic
contents (mg/cm2) versus time (h). The initial CAT release rates were
determined from the slope of the initial linear portion of release curve.
The release rates were expressed as milligrams per centimeter squared
per hour (mg/(cm2 h)). The antioxidant capacity of the films was
based on calculating the Trolox equivalent antioxidant capacity
(TEAC) of their total released CAT content at the equilibrium. The
percentage of free soluble CAT in the films was determined by the
formula of (total released CAT/initial CAT added) × 100. The TEAC
of CAT was determined by using the spectrophotometric ABTS
radical cation decolourization assay conducted at 734 nm.36 The
results were expressed as micromoles of Trolox equivalents released
per centimeter squared of films (μmol Trolox/cm2).
Antimicrobial Potential of Films. The antimicrobial potentials of

films were tested by using Listeria innocua (NRRL B-33314; supplied

from USDA, Microbial Genomics and Bioprocessing Research Unit,
Peoria, IL, USA) as a test microorganism. During antimicrobial tests,
18 discs (1.3 cm in diameter) were prepared from each film by a cork
borer. Total of 15 discs were selected randomly, and 3 discs were
placed into each Petri dish containing nutrient agar previously
inoculated with 0.1 mL of bacterial culture. The inocula were prepared
in peptone water (0.1%) by using 48 h culture grown in nutrient agar.
The cell concentration was set to 1.0 McFarland unit that
corresponded to 13 × 107 CFU/mL. The Petri dishes containing
discs of films were incubated first at 4 °C for 4 h to prevent rapid
diffusion of the LYS, and then, second they were incubated at 37 °C
for 36 h for microbial growth. The diameter of the zones formed
around the discs was measured by using a calliper, and the results were
expressed as average zone areas (mm2).

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) of Films. The cross
sections and surfaces of selected films were monitored by using SEM
(Philips XL 30S FEG, FEI Company, Netherlands) under high
vacuum mode at an operating voltage at 3 kV. The film cross sections
were obtained by crushing films following freezing in liquid nitrogen.
The samples were then gold coated with a sputter coater (Emitech
K550X, Quorum Technologies Inc., UK) under 15 mA for 60 s. The
thickness of the films was measured from SEM cross-sectional views of
films by using Scandium software (Olympus Soft Imaging Solutions
GmbH, Münster, Germany).

Mechanical Properties of Films. Tensile strength at break,
elongation at break, and elastic modulus were determined using a
Texture Analyzer TA-XT2 (Stable Microsystems, Godalming, UK)
according to ASTM standard method D 882-02.37 The films used in
mechanical tests were conditioned by extending the standard drying
period from 19 to 48 h at 25 °C and conducting drying at 50% RH
using a controlled test cabinet (TK 120, Nüve, Turkey). Films were
cut into 5 mm wide and 80 mm length strips, initial grip distance was

Figure 1. Effect of CAT and blend film making on release profiles of (A, C) PP LYS and (B, D) PC LYS. CAT: catechin; LYS: lysozyme; OLE: oleic
acid; LAU: lauric acid; LIN: linoleic acid; LEC: lecithin.
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50 mm, and crosshead speed was 50 mm/min. At least seven replicates
of each film were tested.
Statistical Analysis. For the determination of effects of film

compositions on antimicrobial potentials and mechanical properties of
films analysis of variance (ANOVA) was applied using Minitab 15
(Minitab Inc., State College, PA, USA). Multiple comparisons of
means were performed using Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD)
method with a significance threshold of P < 0.05.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Effect of CAT and Blend Film Making with OLE on LYS
Release Profiles. In the zein film system, the phenolic
compounds including CAT not only serve as an active
component but they also affect film morphology, since they
interact with the film matrix via hydrogen bonding to available
zein carbonyl groups.24 The morphological changes in zein
films caused by CAT are particularly important, since they
affect the film porosity, thus the controlled release properties of
films.24,38 Arcan and Yemenicioğlu24 clearly showed the
concentration-dependent contribution of CAT in sustained
release of LYS form zein and zein−carnauba wax composite
films. In the current work, the contribution of CAT in LYS
release properties of zein films and zein−OLE (10%) blend
films are seen in Figure 1A, B. The control zein films and
control zein−OLE (10%) blend films lacking CAT showed 2.9-
and 8.5-fold higher release rates for PP LYS, and 1.9- and 7.5-
fold higher release rates for PC LYS than CAT-containing zein
films and zein−OLE (10%) blend films, respectively (Table 1).
The SEM photos for cross sections (Figure 2A−D) and
surfaces (Supporting Information, Figure S1) of zein films and
zein−OLE (10%) blend films containing and lacking CAT
clearly showed the reduced film porosity by incorporation of
CAT into films. Thus, it is clear that the CAT used as active
compound also contributed to the sustained LYS release rates
of zein films. On the other hand, the 2.1- and 3.6-fold lower

release rates of CAT-containing zein−OLE (10%) blend films
for PP and PC LYS than CAT-containing zein films could be
related with the differences in morphological properties of these
films. The morphological changes of zein film structure when it
is mixed with OLE without use of an emulsifier was recently
explained by Wang et al.39 According to these authors, the
morphological changes in the zein−OLE film system occurred
at three steps: (1) formation of large numbers of OLE-coated
zein microspheres, (2) partial melting of the microspheres by
means of OLE, and (3) transformation of a sponge-like
morphology by interconnection of microspheres with channels
and tunnels. Arcan and Yemeniciog ̆lu24 who employed the
zein−OLE blend films for controlled release of LYS also
reported the presence of microspheres within the zein−OLE
films and attributed the sustained release properties of these
blend films to encapsulation of LYS within the microspheres.
However, different from Wang et al.,39 these workers
conducted the blending process by using LEC emulsifier, and
they did not observe the presence of interconnections among
the formed self-standing microspheres. In this work, the
presence of self-standing microspheres was also observed in
the SEM photos of both CAT-containing and -lacking zein−
OLE blend films that were prepared by using emulsifier LEC
(Figure 2C, D). These results suggest that the repulsion formed
by negative charges of LEC that interacted with the OLE-
coating formed around zein microspheres. This might prevent
the interaction and melting down of the microspheres and
enables the formation of self-standing microspheres different
from the spongelike structure observed by Wang et al.39 It is
also worth to note that the CAT reduced the sizes of
microspheres and caused an increase in the number of
microspheres. On the other hand, it is important to report
that the total released PC or PP LYS activity from CAT-
containing zein and zein−OLE (10%) films at the equilibrium

Table 1. Some Kinetic Parameters Determined from Release Curves of LYS and Antilisterial Potential of Films

film composition

CAT
(mg/cm2)

fatty acida

(%)
LECa

(%)
initial LYS release rateb

(U/(cm2 h))
total released LYS activity

(U/cm2)
antimicrobial activity
(zone area as mm2)

− − − − − no zone formation
PP LYS (1.4 mg/cm2)
− − − 67 472bc 32 501 ± 723ad 65 ± 10a,AB
− 10(OLE) 10 71 152 34 002 ± 294a −
6.0 − − 23 124 23 725 ± 867bc 55 ± 26ab,ABC
6.0 5(OLE) 10 17 623 22 861 ± 2337bc −
6.0 10(OLE) 10 10 944 25 011 ± 1718b 35 ± 4b,C
6.0 20(OLE) 10 7632 20 972 ± 886c −
6.0 10(LAU) 10 16 387 20 941 ± 1301c 537 ± 52e

6.0 10(LIN) 10 8346 22 789 ± 1632bc 34 ± 7b,C
PC LYS (0.7 mg/cm2)
− − − 137 648 76 408 ± 2987a 73 ± 26a,A
− 10(OLE) 10 113 245 79 468 ± 3524a −
6.0 − − 71 418 62 576 ± 810b 38 ± 7b,C
6.0 5(OLE) 10 41 314 55 255 ± 6622b −
6.0 10(OLE) 10 19 762 58 513 ± 6041b 43 ± 10b,BC
6.0 20(OLE) 10 19 863 60 868 ± 1608b −
6.0 10(LAU) 10 30 798 63 786 ± 749b 506 ± 7e

6.0 10(LIN) 10 18 249 61 427 ± 696b 46 ± 7ab,ABC
aConcentrations of fatty acids and LEC as % of zein (w/w). bDetermined from the slope of the initial linear portion of release curves. cTime periods
of data used in best fitting curves were between 0 and 0.5 h. r2 values of curves were between 0.6825−0.9994. dDifferent letters (a−c; A−C) in each
column show the significant difference at P < 0.05. Small letters indicate the differences within each enzyme type. Capital letters indicate the
differences within all given results at the column. eNot included in statistical analysis.
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is 18−27% lower than those of their CAT-lacking controls.
This result suggests the trapping or immobilization of part of
LYS within zein and zein−OLE (10%) films when CAT was
incorporated into films. On the other hand, there are no
significant differences in total released PC or PP LYS activities
from control zein films and zein−OLE (10%) films lacking
CAT (P > 0.05). Thus, it also appeared that the blend film
making with OLE and the formation of microspheres within

films did not cause considerable LYS trapping and immobiliza-
tion.

Effect of OLE Concentration on LYS Release Profiles
of Blend Films. In order to determine the effect of fatty acid
concentration in release profiles of blend films, the OLE
concentration of 10% was changed as 5% and 20% (Figure 1A,
B). The results clearly showed that the increase of OLE fraction
within blend films caused a reduction in release rates for both

Figure 2. Cross-sectional SEM images of developed films: (A) zein film containing PP LYS (1.4 mg/cm2); (B) zein film containing CAT (6 mg/
cm2) and PP LYS (1.4 mg/cm2); (C) blend film containing OLE (10%) and PP LYS (1.4 mg/cm2); (D) blend film containing OLE (10%), CAT (6
mg/cm2), and PP LYS (1.4 mg/cm2); (E) blend film containing LAU (10%), CAT (6 mg/cm2), and PP LYS (1.4 mg/cm2); (F) blend film
containing LIN (10%), CAT (6 mg/cm2), and PP LYS (1.4 mg/cm2). CAT: catechin; LYS: lysozyme; OLE: oleic acid; LAU: lauric acid; LIN:
linoleic acid; LEC: lecithin.
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PC and PP LYS. The initial release rate of PP LYS reduced 1.4-
to 1.6-fold as a concentration-dependent manner when OLE
concentration in blend films increased between 5% and 20%.
On the other hand, the increase of OLE concentration within
blend films from 5% to 10% caused almost 2-fold reduction in
initial release rate of PC LYS, but further increase of OLE
concentration did not affect the initial release rate of PC LYS
(Table 1). These results clearly showed the possibility of
controlling LYS release rate of CAT-containing zein−OLE
blend films by changing fatty acid concentration within the
films.
Effect of Different Fatty Acids on LYS Release Profiles

of Blend Films. To determine the effects of different fatty
acids on LYS release profiles of CAT-containing blend films,
LIN and LAU at 10% (w/w) of zein were also used in film
making. The selected fatty acids enabled determining the
possible effects of carbon chain length (C12 or C18), number of
double bonds (C18:1 or C18:2), and fatty acid tail conformation
(LIN has more bent tail than OLE) in LYS release properties
(Supporting Information, Figure S2). The LYS release curves of
films clearly showed the more different release profiles of LAU-
containing blend films than LIN- and OLE-containing blend
films (Figure 1C, D). In fact, the initial PP LYS and PC LYS
release rates of LAU-containing blend films were 1.6- to 2.0-
fold higher than those of OLE- and LIN-containing blend films
(Table 1). These results clearly showed the reduced diffusion
barriers for LYS when fatty acid chain length was reduced from
C18 to C12. On the other hand, the similar release profiles of
LIN- and OLE-containing blend films also showed that the
presence of one or two double bonds and the resulting
conformational differences at the fatty acid aliphatic tails has no
contribution in LYS release properties of blend films. The SEM
photos of blend films obtained with LIN and LAU also showed
the presence of self-standing microspheres in these films
(Figure 2E, F). Thus, it is once more conformed that different
fatty acids emulsified with LEC in the zein film system caused
self-standing microspheres within the blend films. Moreover, it
was also observed that microspheres in OLE- and LIN-
containing blend films were larger and more intensive than
those observed for LAU-containing films. Thus, it appeared that
the higher LYS release rate of zein−LAU blend films than
zein−OLE and zein−LIN films is related with the reduced
fraction of LYS encapsulated within the microspheres. This
result supported our hypothesis that the microspheres formed
in zein−fatty acid blend films play a very important role in
controlling LYS release rates.
Effect of Enzyme Purity on LYS Release Profiles of

Zein and Blend Films. In this work, the use of LYS
preparations at different purities aimed to test the magnitude of
potential variations in the effectiveness of formed controlled
release mechanisms. The comparison of the overall results for

release tests clearly showed the higher release rates obtained for
PC LYS than PP LYS. Almost 2-fold (78984 U/mg PC
protein/40477 U/mg PP protein = 1.95) higher purity of PC
LYS than PP LYS resulted with 1.6−3-fold higher release rates
of PC LYS than the PP LYS from similar films. The results of
SDS-PAGE clearly showed the quite similar moleculare weights
(MWs) of PP and PC LYS centered around 12 kDa
(Supporting Information, Figure S3). The SDS-PAGE profiles
of PC LYS did not indicate any considerable protein impurities
within this preparation except a thin band appeared at 11 kDa.
On the other hand, as expected, the electrophoresis results
showed the presence of different protein impurities in the PP
LYS. The protein bands observed as impurities in PP LYS
between 43 and 65 kDa concentrate around 46−47 kDa that
might correspond to the ovalbumin fraction reported to have a
MW of 45 kDa.40 Dense bands observed in PP LYS between 34
and 43 kDa might be ovoglobulins (G2 and G3) and
flavoprotein that have reported MWs between 30 and 45
kDa41 while the dense band centered at 26 kDa might be
ovomucoid and ovoglycoproteins that have reported MWs at
28 and 24 kDa, respectively.41 Thus, it is possible that the PP
LYS might form complexes with the impurities present in egg
white, and this affected its release profiles. The interaction of
PP LYS with egg white protein impurities might modify its
diffusion properties due to changes in its molecular weight and
affinity (by hydrophobic or charge−charge interactions) to film
matrix. However, the results of this work clearly showed the
possibility of controlling release rates of LYS at different
purities by using blend film technology in the presence of CAT.

CAT Release Profiles and Antioxidant Potential of
Blend Films. The results of release tests conducted to
determine release profiles of CAT showed that 72−84% of
CAT existed in soluble form in films (Table 2) while remaining
CAT was bound by the film matrix, since this phenolic
compound is capable to form H bonds with zein film matrix.42

Thus, the soluble CAT in films formed a significant antioxidant
potential that varies between 69 and 81 μmol Trolox/cm2. On
the other hand, the release curves clearly showed the
effectiveness of the formed blend film structures to reduce
release rates of CAT (Figure 3). The zein−fatty acid blend
films showed 1.6−2.9-fold lower initial CAT release rates than
the control zein film. The highest CAT release rate among
blend films was observed for that of zein−LAU films while
zein−OLE blend films had the lowest CAT release rates and
zein−LIN blend films had intermediate CAT release rates.
These results clearly proved that the change of chain length of
fatty acids during blend film making could be employed as a
highly effective tool to control release rates of both CAT and
LYS. Moreover, it is also evident that the C18 fatty acids’
number of double bonds and tail conformation (LIN has more
bent tail than OLE) that did not affect release rates of LYS is

Table 2. Some Kinetic Parameters Determined from Release Curves of CAT and Antioxidant Activity of Films

film composition

CAT (mg/cm2) fatty acida (%) LECa (%) initial CAT release rate (mg/(cm2 h)) total released CAT (mg/cm2) antioxidant activity (μmol Trolox/cm2)

PP LYS (1.4 mg/cm2)
6.0 − − 1.76b 4.8 ± 0.2ac 77.1 ± 3.0a
6.0 10(OLE) 10 0.61 4.3 ± 0.1b 69.3 ± 1.7b
6.0 10(LAU) 10 1.10 4.7 ± 0.1a 76.4 ± 1.5a
6.0 10(LIN) 10 0.77 5.0 ± 0.1a 80.7 ± 1.6a

aConcentrations of fatty acids and LEC as % of zein (w/w). bTime periods (h) of data used in best fitting curves were between 0 and 1 h. r2 values of
curves were between 0.6110 and 0.7491. cDifferent letters in each column show significant difference P < 0.05.
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effective on release rates of CAT. The CAT has a significantly
lower molecular weight (MW: 290.3 g/mol) than LYS (MW:
14 300 g/mol). However, it is an amphiphilic molecule, and its
diffusion properties might change due to its hydrophobic
affinity on the aliphatic chains of fatty acids. It appeared that the
CAT showed higher hydrophobic affinity to microspheres
formed by single double bonded OLE that has a slightly bent
tail than those microspheres of double bonded LIN that has an
apparently bent tail. In contrast, LYS is a hydrophilic protein,
and this might limit its interactions with the hydrophobic tails
of fatty acids. These results proved that the developed
controlled release mechanism by blend film formation could
be employed for delivery of multiple active compounds.
Moreover, it is once more proved that the use of fatty acids
having different molecular properties could be employed as an
effective tool in controlling release profiles of blend films.
Antimicrobial Potential of Films. The results of

antimicrobial tests on L. innocua are given in Table 1. The
control zein film without LYS and CAT did not form any

inhibition zones. In contrast, all other films containing PC or
PP LYS showed antimicrobial effect on L. innocua and formed
clear zones. Although PC LYS preparation has higher enzyme
activity than the PP LYS preparation, there are no significant
differences among the clear zone sizes of control zein films
containing these enzymes (P > 0.05). However, the addition of
CAT into films and reduction in their LYS release rate
decreased the antimicrobial activity of PC LYS-containing zein
control films significantly (P < 0.05) while this caused only an
insignificant reduction in antimicrobial activity of PP LYS-
containing zein control films (P > 0.05). Although the CAT-
containing blend films with OLE and LIN showed lower LYS
release rates than CAT-containing zein control films, there are
no significant differences among the antimicrobial activities of
these films containing CAT and PC or PP LYS (P > 0.05). On
the other hand, the CAT-containing zein−OLE and zein−LIN
films with sustained LYS release rates had significantly lower
antimicrobial activity than PC or PP LYS-containing, but CAT-
lacking zein control films showed the highest LYS release rates.
In contrast, blend film making with the potent antimicrobial
fatty acid LAU gave films with the highest antimicrobial activity.
This result was quite expected, since Hoffman et al.43

previously showed the high antimicrobial activity of LAU-
containing zein films against L. monocytogenes. Although the
results of this work did not indicate antilisterial activity
originated from OLE and LIN in zein films, the OLE and
LIN solubilized properly in broth medium were reported to
have a limited antimicrobial activity on L. monocytogenes.44

However, LAU has reported to have a 6-fold lower minimum
inhibitory concentration on L. monocytogenes than OLE and
LIN solubilized in broth medium.44 The overall results of
antimicrobial tests conducted with the classical zone inhibition
test could not reflect the effectiveness of developed films in a
food system, but they clearly showed the presence of in vitro
antimicrobial activity of blend films with sustained LYS release
rates and beneficial effects of using antimicrobial fatty acid LAU
in blend film making.

Mechanical Properties of Films. In order to analyze their
mechanical properties, tensile strength at break, elongation at
break, and Young’s modulus values of films were determined
(Table 3). The control zein films lacking LYS were quite brittle
and showed the lowest elongation, but the average tensile
strength of these films (17.67 MPa) was significantly higher

Figure 3. Release profiles of CAT from zein-based films containing PP
LYS. CAT: catechin; LYS: lysozyme; OLE: oleic acid; LAU: lauric
acid; LIN: linoleic acid; LEC: lecithin.

Table 3. Mechanical Properties of Zein-Based Blend Films

film composition

CAT (mg/cm2) fatty acida (%) LECa (%) tensile strength at break (MPa) elongation at break (%) Young’s modulus (MPa) film thickness (μm)

− − − 17.67 ± 0.93ab 4 ± 1a 775 ± 44a 113 ± 1
PP LYS (1.4 mg/cm2)

− − − 10.98 ± 0.96b 3 ± 1a 530 ± 32c 143 ± 1
6.0 − − 0.98 ± 0.14c 61 ± 18b 55 ± 12d 167 ± 1
6.0 10(OLE) 10 1.17 ± 0.26c 53 ± 9b 55 ± 19d 160 ± 2
6.0 10(LAU) 10 0.88 ± 0.10c 70 ± 10b 37 ± 9d 159 ± 2
6.0 10(LIN) 10 1.23 ± 0.10c 71 ± 15b 63 ± 9d 192 ± 5

PC LYS (0.7 mg/cm2)
− − − 11.02 ± 0.67b 3 ± 1a 611 ± 22b 119 ± 3
6.0 − − 0.61 ± 0.06c 161 ± 18c 28 ± 5d 160 ± 5
6.0 10(OLE) 10 0.52 ± 0.02c 164 ± 17c 23 ± 4d 162 ± 8
6.0 10(LAU) 10 0.45 ± 0.04c 166 ± 10c 22 ± 4d 184 ± 12
6.0 10(LIN) 10 0.49 ± 0.08c 131 ± 25c 22 ± 6d 173 ± 2

aConcentrations of fatty acids and LEC as % of zein (w/w). bDifferent letters in each column show significant difference at P < 0.05.
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than those of the CAT-containing zein films (0.61−0.98 MPa)
and zein−fatty acid blend films (0.45−1.23 MPa) (P < 0.05).
The addition of LYS reduced the tensile strength and Young’s
modulus of zein films significantly (P < 0.05), but it did not
cause any significant change in film elongation (P > 0.05). In
contrast, the addition of CAT effectively plasticized the zein
films and increased their elongation 20−50-fold of that for
controls depending on the use of PC or PP LYS. The use of PC
or PP LYS did not considerably affect the tensile strength and
Young’s modulus values of films, but CAT- and PC LYS-
containing films showed significantly higher elongation than
those containing CAT and PP LYS (P < 0.05). The negative
effects of PP LYS in flexibility of the plasticized films could be
due to its protein impurities that could bind part of the CAT or
could cause some local disruptions within the film matrix.
However, the CAT-containing films containing PP LYS were
not brittle, and they are still much more flexible than the PP
LYS-containing but CAT-lacking zein control films. On the
other hand, the results of mechanical tests clearly showed that,
in the presence of CAT, the blend film making with fatty acids
had no considerable additional effect on mechanical properties
of films. This result contradicts with those of Santosa and
Padua45 who reported the plasticizing effects of OLE and LIN
on zein. However, these workers produced films from zein−
fatty acid resins aggregated in cold water and used OLE and
LIN in film composition at 50−100% (w/w) of zein.
The factors causing the classical brittleness and flexibility

problems of zein films and possibility of using phenolic
compounds including CAT in zein film plasticization has been
studied recently. Zein films consist of a meshwork that is
composed of doughnut structures formed by asymmetric rods
joined to each other.46 The hydrophobic interactions among
asymmetric rods is the primary force that keeps them together
and maintains the film integrity,46 but these interactions are
also responsible for the brittleness and lack of flexibility in zein
films. It was recently shown that the phenolic compounds such
as CAT and gallic acid could be used effectively for
plasticization of zein films and zein-based films such as zein−
wax composite and zein−fatty acid blend films.24,38,47 It was
reported that the zein plasticizing effect of phenolic compounds
is due to the formation of H bonds between the hydroxyl
groups of phenolic compounds and the carbonyl group of zein
as well as the increased hydrophilicity of films due to increased
number of −OH groups.24,47 However, further characterization
studies are needed to understand the exact factors effective on
mechanical properties and morphologies of zein films.
This work clearly showed the possibility of controlling

release rates of both LYS and CAT by using the blend film
making technique. The sustained LYS and CAT release
mechanisms of developed films were attributed to the
encapsulation of a fraction of active compound in microspheres
formed within the zein film matrix by blend film making,
reduced film porosity caused by CAT and changed affinities of
active compounds to modified hydrophilic/hydrophobic
balance of film matrix. It was clearly shown that the LYS and
CAT release rates of blend films could be changed by changing
type and concentration of fatty acid used in blend films. The
increase in fatty acid concentration of blend films reduces the
LYS release rates. The increased fatty acid chain length is a
highly effective factor causing sustained release of both LYS and
CAT form the blend films. The formation of blends with C18:1
more effectively sustained release rates of CAT than blends
formed by C18:2. The release tests also showed the presence of

differences in LYS release profiles depending on the purity of
the enzyme used in film making. The use of antimicrobial fatty
acids like LAU in blend film making served not only to improve
the controlled release properties of films but also to support the
antimicrobial effect of films. This work showed the possibility of
obtaining flexible edible films for controlled release of multiple
active compounds. The use of LYS and CAT as active
compounds could provide highly functional edible films suitable
both for active (antimicrobial and antioxidant) packaging and
bioactive packaging. Thus, it is possible to employ such
multifunctional films not only to increase safety and quality of
food but also to improve the potential health benefits of food.
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